
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

When city-child Mia’s Abuela 

(grandmother) moves in with her and her 

parents, Mia is shocked when her Abuela 

cannot read the words inside her new book. 

The two spend time together when Mia 

gets out of school, yet they struggle to 

understand each other. Mia decides to help 

Abuela learn English, encountering 

difficulties that come with teaching all the 

words necessary for comfortable 

communication. Mia later finds a parrot at 

a pet shop who, throughout the ups and 

downs of a big change, helps Mia and 

Abuela bond and understand each other 

beyond their expectations. 

 

Mango, Abuela, and Me communicates the 

beauty and struggle of becoming bilingual. 

The story presents teachers and parents 

with opportunities for a variety of teachable 

moments. There are underlying themes of 

perseverance, familial love and acceptance, 

and non-judgment. Warm, expressive 

illustrations propel readers’ comprehension 

and emotional understanding of the story. 

The reader can imagine the perspective of 

both Mia and Abuela through the 

combination of illustrations and text. A 

beneficial text to use with English 

Language Learners that may relate to more 

students than expected.  

 

http://www.angeladominguezstudio.com/
http://megmedina.com/


 

 

 

 

Building Background 

Discuss what language is with students. For example: “Language is a group of rules that help us understand 

what words mean, how to make new words, and how to put words together.” Students should understand which 

language is spoken in school (English, Spanish, etc.). Prompt students to think about if they have heard 

someone speaking in a different language. Do any students speak another language at home?  

To learn more about the differences between language and speech, click here!  

This could also present opportunity for discussion about other types of communication. “Do we always need to 

talk to communicate?” “How can we tell how someone is feeling?”  

 

Explain that this book is written mainly in English, but includes Spanish words as well.  

Introduce some words and their meaning: Español (Spanish), Abuela/Abuelo (Grandmother/Grandfather)  

 

Ask: What do you see on the front cover? Discuss. Once students notice the bird, inform them that it is called a 

parrot. Ask if anyone knows what a parrot is. Show some pictures of real parrots. Explain that parrots are able 

to mimic (copy) what people say. They can also learn a wide variety of tricks. They are intelligent, colorful, and 

musical!  

Get your students excited! Watch videos to support understanding: Peppa Pig - Polly Parrot (Pro: Parrots 

explained on a popular kid-friendly TV show. Con: It is animated/you won’t get a photographic visual of a 

parrot); 5 Facts about Parrots that you can Repeat (Pro: This video has fun facts and great visuals. Con: This 

video moves fast.)  

 

Nonfiction Element: How can 

adding labels to an image help 

us learn or understanding 

something better? 

 

http://www.asha.org/public/speech/development/language_speech/
http://www.parrotpartner.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/slide_02.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AimZP13JBNE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaEkXk1K_3w
http://iheartcraftythings.com/cupcake-liner-parrot-kids-craf.html


 Who is Edmund? 

 What is in Abuela’s suitcase? Why do you think  

she chose to bring a feather and a photograph? 

 From the picture seen on the cover of the book and the 

title page, relate this to Abuela bringing the feather. Do 

you think the feather is giving us a clue about what might 

happen in the book? Pause and have students verbally 

make predictions with a partner or do a quick write. 

(Foreshadowing)  

 Why do you think Mia had a dream about a “red bird 

circling in the sky?”  

 On page 7 (Abuela and Mia sitting on the bench holding 

bread) look at Abuela’s facial expression in the 

illustration. What might she be thinking about? How do 

you think she is feeling in that moment?  
 

 

 What does Mia want her Abuela to 

know? Why can’t she tell her? 

 After reading about how Mia’s “español 

is not good enough to tell her the things 

an abuela should know;” what do you 

think “And her English is too poquito to 

tell me all the stories I want to know 

about…” means? Infer the meaning of 

the word “poquito.” 

 What is the simile on this page and what 

does it mean? “With our mouths as 

empty as our bread baskets, we walk 

back home and watch TV.”  

 Who is Kim and what do we know about 

her?  

 What happens when Abuela and Mia are 

making meat pies together?  

 What does Mia do for Abuela to help her 

learn more words? How does she think of 

this great idea? 
 

 

 How does Mia convince Mami to buy the parrot? 

 Have students look at the picture of Mia showing the parrot to Abuela.  

Ask: How do you think Abuela feels in this illustration?  

 Why do they name the parrot Mango?  

 What do Abuela and Mia teach Mango? Do you think Mango will help Abuela and Mia? 

 Abuela says Mango learned words from “practice.” How do you think Mango helped Abuela practice her 

English? (Abuela was able to have fun teaching Mango new words, and this helped her practice her English 

and learn more from Mia!)  

 Mia wanted to learn more about her Abuelo. What does she learn about him in the end? Why is she able to 

learn about his life?  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Where was Abuela living before she moved in with 

Mami, Papi, and Mia? 

o For example: a different country; alone in a 

house between two snaking rivers. 

 Why did she have to move? Find evidence that tells us 

two reasons why she moved. 

 How does Mia feel when she meets her grandmother? 

Have you ever felt this way when meeting someone 

new? 

 Where will Abuela sleep? 

 What happens when Mia shows Abuela her new book? 

 What does “she can’t unlock the English words” mean? 
 

Discussion Questions 



Activities 

 Initiate a discussion about the items Abuela chose to bring to her new home.  

Ask: What items did she bring? Why was the feather and the snapshot important to Abuela? Why might 

these items help her in her new home?  

Practice saying the words in Spanish with students.  

(a feather – una pluma “oo nah – ploomah”) and (a snapshot – una fotografía “oo nah – foto gra fee ah”) 

 Ask: If you had to leave your home like Abuela did, what special items would you bring?  

Discuss choosing items that will help students remember what makes them happy about their home. Then, 

they can draw a picture of the item and write a few words or a sentence explaining why they chose the item. 

Challenge: Use Google Translate to translate the name of each student’s item(s). Then, they can learn how 

to say the name of their special item(s) in Spanish.  

 How would you feel if you met a new family member who did not know your language? Inspire 

students to explain how they would feel. They can draw pictures, make a mini comic, or decorate paper 

plates with different facial expressions! You can also practice facial expressions with students and 

showcase their emotions by taking photos and making a mini “emotions” wall.  

Advanced Students: Write one paragraph explaining 2-4 emotions you would most likely feel and why. 

 Do you want to know more about Mango, Abuela, or Mia? Write a life story about a character of 

your choice! This is a good opportunity to practice sequencing – first, next, then, and last. Have 

students draw a picture of each phase of the characters life and write about that stage of their life.  

Students can also write a short speech from the characters’ perspective and practice public speaking 

by reading it to the class or a group.  

 

 

 After reading the first page, 

have students draw a “map” 

describing where Abuela was 

and where she is now. Assist 

students in labeling the map. 

This activity helps assess 

student understanding of an 

important aspect of the book 

before continuing reading. 

(Students should understand 

that Abuela traveled from her 

home in another country to a 

new country to live with 

family. She did this because 

she could not live alone 

anymore and needed extra 

help and family around her). 

 Imagine you are Mia and you just met your grandmother. What do you want her to know about you? 

Create a mini-poster to tell this new family member about yourself. Label the most important parts! 

https://translate.google.com/


 Get some perspective! Write a few diary entries from the perspective of Abuela, Mia, or Mango!    

 Advanced Students: Choose a character from the text. Create an interview scene asking questions about 

the character’s experience with learning a new language. This could be an interview with the “future 

self” of a character; for example, Mia is now 18 years old and going to college. How have her 

experiences with Abuela and learning a new language changed her? Has she learned any other 

languages? What is she planning on doing next in life? Maybe she will be a teacher! Maybe she will 

decide to travel the world. Students can also write a script of this and act it out, or use Plotagon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

Activities 

 Get creative! Have students choose a scene, 

theme, or idea from the book. Use this as the 

subject of a collage! Create using cut outs 

from magazines, newspaper, and/or pictures 

from the internet.   

 Write a short story predicting future adventures Abuela, Mia, and Mango may have together. This 

can also be presented in the form of a comic strip or written and performed as a skit with a small 

group. Animate their future adventures using Plotagon! Great for older students; could be created 

together as a class/enrichment group activity for younger grades.  

 Have some fun! Make your parrot talk at blabberize.com!   

https://plotagon.com/
https://plotagon.com/
http://blabberize.com/


 

 

  

  

Assessment Ideas 

1. Mango inspired Abuela and Mia to work hard on learning each other’s language. How did Mango help 

Abuela and Mia? Have students identify two ways that Mango helped Abuela and Mia. Help students be 

“evidence experts” by finding one or two quotes from the text to support their claims.  

(Include that he helped them understand each other better, but also think about how he made them feel, 

and how these feelings helped them.) For example: Mango helped Abuela remember her old home and 

how wonderful her life has been. It gave her more motivation to learn English and helped her 

remember new words. Parrots can repeat many words, and this probably helped Abuela learn quickly 

and remember how new words sound.   

2.  Illustration Study: How do the illustrations help us better understand the story and the relationship between 

Abuela and Mia? Choose at least two pages from the book to analyze. Are there any illustrations that 

communicate more information than is stated in the text? This could be a small group project. Groups could 

present their illustration analyses to the class/each student could be assigned a page to analyze and present.  

 



 

A multitude of fantastic resources were used to help create this guide. If you believe a source has 

been credited incorrectly or credit has been neglected, please email grswahn13@gmail.com so 

changes can be made. This guide is meant to spark new ideas and uplift your classroom or home 

reading experience! Thank you for reading. 

 

Medina, M., & Dominguez, A. N. (2015). Mango, Abuela, and me (1st ed.). Somerville, MA: 

Candlewick Press.  

http://kidlit.tv/2016/01/storymakers-angela-dominguez/ 

http://www.iheartcraftythings.com/2015/06/cupcake-liner-parrot-kids-craft.html 

http://megmedina.com/ 

http://www.angeladominguezstudio.com/ 
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